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Finding Recurrent Regions of Copy Number
Variation: A Review
Oscar M. Rueda and Ramon Diaz-Uriarte
Abstract
Copy number variation (CNV) in genomic DNA is linked to a variety of hu-
man diseases, and array-based CGH (aCGH) is currently the main technology
to locate CNVs. Although many methods have been developed to analyze aCGH
from a single array/subject, disease-critical genes are more likely to be found in
regions that are common or recurrent among subjects. Unfortunately, finding re-
current CNV regions remains a challenge. We review existing methods for the
identification of recurrent CNV regions. The working definition of “common” or
“recurrent” region differs between methods, leading to approaches that use differ-
ent types of input (discretized output from a previous CGH segmentation analysis
or intensity ratios), or that incorporate to varied degrees biological considerations
(which play a role in the identification of “interesting” regions and in the details
of null models used to assess statistical significance). Very few approaches use
and/or return probabilities, and code is not easily available for several methods.
We suggest that finding recurrent CNVs could benefit from reframing the prob-
lem in a biclustering context. We also emphasize that, when analyzing data from
complex diseases with significant among-subject heterogeneity, methods should
be able to identify CNVs that affect only a subset of subjects. We make some
recommendations about choice among existing methods, and we suggest further
methodological research.
1  Introduction


































































MSA  log2 ratios  p­values Permutation of the regions within 
chromosomes
Yes
GISTIC  log2 ratios  p­values  Permutation of the probes over the 
entire genome
No 







ratios  None  None  No 
CGHregions  Segmented 



























KC­SMART  log2 ratios  p­values Permutation   of the log­ratios  over 
the entire genome
No 
SIRAC  log2 ratios  p­values  Hypergeometric distribution  No






























CGHregions  R package 5 R dependent GPL 2 
Master HMMs MATLAB toolbox 6 MATLAB dependent  GPL 2 










SIRAC  Matlab function10 Matlab dependent  Unknown 


















































The authors  also state   that   their approach cannot  identify subgroups (although  their method can be extended  to 
investigate that problem).
2.5  cghMCR [13]
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In   the   canonical   implementation,   both   STAC   and   MSA   use   permutations   of   the   entire   regions   within 






aberrations.   Somewhat   similar   to  RAE   (see   next),   the  method   explicitly   tries   to   identify   “driver   aberrations”, 
aberrations that  “rise above the background rate of random passenger aberrations” (see also section  3.3).  (After 
identification of driver aberrations, tumors are classified according to whether or not they have them). This method 




























RAE [23]  starts   from an   initial  copy number  assessment   from a  segmentation  procedure  (CBS [35,  36]   in   the 
canonical procedure) and tries to identify “genomic regions of interest”. RAE uses individual tumor noise models 
instead of a single global threshold to deal with reliability in the detection of copy number alterations. (The authors 
emphasize   their  usage  of  “soft   thresholding”,  with  a   sigmoid   function,   for  making more   robust  assessments  of 
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interpretable events,  perhaps involving a single gene.” (p.  6,  [23]);   this objective strongly affects  the rest  of  the 
procedure.  Assessment  of   common  regions   is  done   initially   through  an   average   across   samples   that   leads   to  a 
summary score. The significance of the summary score is then evaluated via a complex permutation test (see section 
3.3).   Finally,   boundaries   for   regions   of   interest   are   located,   incorporating   notions   of   spatial   and  measurement 
imprecission; the end result should be the location of biologically relevant recurrent regions of alteration common to 
all  subjects  in the study (the “manageable and interpretable events,  perhaps involving a single gene”,  mentioned 
above).





























However,   this  mapping  is  not always so straightforwad,  and  the relation between amplitude and strength of 
evidence should be mediated by the variance in the  ratios, both inter­array (e.g., the meaning of an observed  is not 
the same in high­variance and low­variance arrays) and type of alteration and segment. This non­direct mapping is 
easily and  implicitly incorporated  in Hidden Markov Models [15,  18],  but  not with other  approaches.  The “soft 



























































































































































“interesting   genes”   (and,   therefore,   choice   between   these  methods   could   be   dictated   by   how   reasonable   these 
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